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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper describes the implementation of a Feher-Patented Quadrature Phase Shift 
Keying (FQPSK) waveform variant that reduces overall design complexity, which in turn 
results in a telemetry transmitter that provides all the benefits of the existing FQPSK-B 
waveform, in a 3.0 x 2.0 x 1.0 volume. This variant is referred to the as the FQPSK-JR 
version.  This waveform differs from the “near constant” envelop response of the 
qualified Herley airborne FQPSK-B telemetry transmitter in terms of the time domain 
wavelet transition functions and the amplitude scaling term associated with those 
functions. The end result is a “constant envelop” design, which employs simplified anti-
alias filtering and more efficient digital design techniques.   
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
 
Missile programs, like aircraft programs, need more spectrally efficient telemetry 
transmitters.  As demonstrated by the Advanced Range Telemetry Project (ARTM) 
office, Tier 1 waveforms  (Offset Quadrature Phase shift Keying (OQPSK)) can provide 
that capability.  In addition, missile telemetry transmitters need to be both small in 
volume and high in DC efficiency.  Herley Lancaster is developing L-Band and S-Band, 
5 watt, bit rate agile, transmitters that meet those efficiency (spectral and DC) and 
volume needs.  Use of the FQPSK-JR modulation scheme is key to the development of 
these new transmitters.  Testing at both ARTM and Herley Lancaster facilities has 
demonstrated that the FQPSK-JR modulation provides equivalent performance to that of 
the FQPSK-B modulation.  The combination of the FQPSK-JR and the proven and 
qualified design techniques of the Herley Lancaster airborne FQPSK transmitter, results 
in a OQPSK transmitter that will meet or exceed the performance of any of the presently 
fielded telemetry transmitters, in a volume consistent with older, PCM/FM telemetry 
transmitters. 
 



II. ELECTRICAL DESIGN 
 

Figure 1.0 contains a simplified functional block diagram of the FQPSK-JR telemetry 
transmitter.  It consists of a phase lock loop (PLL), baseband processor, quadrature 
modulator, and power amplifier chain.  All but the power amplifier chain are common to 
both the L and S Band transmitters. 
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Figure 1.0 FQPSK-JR Functional Block Diagram 
 
 

The PLL is a low noise source that steps the transmitter frequency in 500 KHz steps 
across the entire S (L) Band range. As mentioned earlier the heart of the design resides 
within the baseband processor. This structure provides for the differential encoding 
function, symbol splitting and cross correlation, wavelet selection and lookup tables, and 
required filtering. A functional block of this process can be found in Figure 1.1 The 
quadrature modulator uses the baseband I & Q inputs to translate the PLL CW signal to 
the specified FQPSK-JR output, at the desired bit rate (1-20 Mb/s).   By employing the 
JR variant, significant reduction in both parts count and complexity has been achieved.  
The power chain is composed of LDMOS stages that achieve efficiencies equivalent to 
existing non-linear amplifier approaches.  At this writing, all design tasks associated with 
the FQPSK-JR transmitter have been completed.  Breadboard circuits of the PLL, 
baseband processor, quadrature modulator, and its associated drivers have been 
successfully tested.   The form, fit, function (F3) power chain starts testing in the next two 
weeks, to be quickly followed by the F3 processor testing.  It is Herley’s intent to have a 
fully qualified transmitter prior to ITC2003.  The net result of this effort will be a FQPSK 
transmitter that will meet all the requirements of the latest ARTM released airborne, 
digital data transmitter specification. 
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  Figure 1.1 Baseband Processor Functional Block Diagram 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 is a spectrum analyzer plot demonstrating carrier and unwanted sideband 
suppression at the output of the modulator. As can be seen in this plot, sideband 
suppression was approximately 39 dB, with carrier suppression approximately 37 dB.  
Testing to date has demonstrated that the indicated rejection levels can be met over the 
entire S-Band telemetry bandwidth. Figure 1.3 shows the resultant FQPSK spectrum, at 
20 Mb/s, for the rejection levels indicated in Figure 1.2.  This spectrum was captured at 
the highest assigned S-Band frequency (2389.5 MHz). Note the spectral remnants of the 
bit rate (±N*BR/4, abs(N) >1). These remnants, referred to as “symbology artifacts” were 
also noted in the FQPSK-B waveform. 
 
As discussed above, the FQPSK-B and FQPSK-JR are quite similar with respect to their 
spectral content.  This can be seen in Figure 1.4, which depicts measured data of both 
spectra at an output level >5 watts. 



 
 

Figure 1.2 Modulator Suppression Levels 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.3 FQPSK-JR Spectrum 
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   Figure 1.4 Comparisons of B and JR Spectrums 
 
 
 
 
 

III. MECHANICAL DESIGN 
 

To achieve the 6 in3 volume, while meeting all electrical requirements in a dense 
package, requires that significant attention be applied to the mechanical design at both the 
board level and housing level.  Figure 1.5 is a 3D representation of the packing concepts 
of the FQPSK-JR transmitter. As can be seen from Figure 1.5, the design consists of 
basically two rectangular structures, of approximate equal height.  The upper structure 
supports the baseband processor and power supply.  The bottom contains the PLL, 
modulator and power chain. The RF soft substrates are soldered directly to the housing 
floors.  This approach reduces both radiation coupling and micro-phonics. 
 
 

IV CONCLUSIONS 
 

Herley Lancaster has undertaken the task of providing a spectrally efficient, low power 
consuming, telemetry transmitter in a small volume package, suitable for missile and 
other unmanned vehicles.  Preliminary testing and sizing has indicated that this is an 
achievable goal.  Integration and qualification testing should occur before ITC2003, thus 
providing complete testing results at that time. 
 
 



 
Figure 1.5 FQPSK-JR Mechanical Stack-Up 
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